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Maximum User Weight 300 lbs 136 kg

Armrest Pad Lengths 10", 13", 16", 18" 260, 335, 410, 416 mm

Seat Widths 17", 19", 21", 23" 420, 470, 520, 570 mm 

Seat Depths 14" - 22" 370 - 570 mm

Backrest Heights 20", 23" - 28" 500, 570 - 710 mm

Power Seat Elevator 8" 200 mm

Power Tilt 50°

Power Recline 85° - 175°

Mechanical Shear Reduction 5.25" 133 mm

Power Legrest 85° - 170°

Legrest Articulation Amount 8" 200 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

 
AVAILABLE

FABRIC

LEATHERETTE MESH

Power Tilt & Recline with Elevating Legrests

EZ Mount
attachment system  
allows for after-market backs

Easy split back
with 1” increment adjustments 
disassembles easily for transport

Clean open design
with flat seat pan allows for 
after-market cushions

Seat pan
width & depth adjustments 
indexed & clearly marked

P R E S S U R E  R E L I E F
R E D E F I N E D

EVOLUTIONARY becomes REVOLUTIONARY



Dura Core Tilt offers up to 50° 
of tilt with two range selections: 
• -5° to 45° 
• 0° to 50° (standard) 

www.permobil.com

THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN SEATING

Developed along with the original Corpus® designer–Bengt Engström–the Corpus 3G features 
an ergonomic design that follows the contours of the body.
 The seat’s width and depth adjustments are indexed and clearly marked for a custom fit, 
and the adjustable backrest has a strong formed aluminum shell. For added comfort, the seat 
cushion provides a space for a variety of Ischial inserts. A powerful center-mounted actuator 
offers up to 50° of tilt, and users can recline up to a full 175°.
 Based on cantilever construction, the armrests feature built-in channels for cable routing, 
significantly reducing the need for wire ties. The legrests are also redesigned and curved 
for better support. Plus, the Uni-Track System allows users to easily mount a wide variety of  
accessories and options to their chairs.

Uni-Track System
allows users to easily mount a 
wide variety of accessories  
and options to their chairs.

Multi-Axis Armrests
angle and medial  
swivel independently.

Footplates
have a higher heel lip, and  
the adjustment bolt has been 
repositioned to avoid snags 
during transfers.

Curved Natural Arc Legrests
provide better support and reduce dorsi  
flexion during elevation. Legrests offer a  
height adjustment range from 6" to 20.5".

Uni-Track System
rail at top of backrest  
allows for over 7” of lateral  
headrest positioning.

Armrest
height adjustment is easy to access. 

Integrated Cable
management system  
significantly reduces the  
need for wire ties.

175° power recline 

8" Power Seat Elevator
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AVAILABLE

FABRIC

LEATHERETTE MESH

Power Tilt & Recline with Elevating Legrests

EZ Mount
attachment system  
allows for after-market backs

Easy split back
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disassembles easily for transport

Clean open design
with flat seat pan allows for 
after-market cushions
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P R E S S U R E  R E L I E F
R E D E F I N E D

EVOLUTIONARY becomes REVOLUTIONARY


